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into a new dawn
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Strength of Coming Undone
Sage Abella

R

ain hangs in the air like a feather, tip down.
Bending beside the four year old sweatlodge
I see one of the back willow branches is cracked
long wise, not like a weakness more like a story.
I shake the lodge. A branch springs up free from
weathered jute binding. Time for a new sacred circle?
I see the willows growing along Soda Creek, these
branches given in offering, thanked by prayers and
cornmeal. Feel the eagerness of my head as it counts
twenty-one branches in this old lodge and wonders how
high the water is in the creek after these rains,
imagining the gathering of new branches.
continued on the last page
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Flagstaff Bone Lodge
Solstice drumming

Belly dancing and drumming at the East Medicine Wheel Gathering, Enumclaw, Spring 2009

by Debbie Fank
he Festival of the East will be held in Enumclaw on Sunday, May 2,
from noon until 10 PM at the VFW Hall, 44426 244th Avenue SE. This
festival is designed to be a friendraiser, supporting right livelihood, new
beginnings and celebrating our relationships.
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The opening ceremony starts at noon. Vendors will be set up inside
from 1 to 5:30 PM. Starting at 1, there will be a series of three
workshops. The first will be an adventure in Health Rhythms where
you will discover how to make rhythm in a variety of ways. The second
workshop is an opportunity to explore the art of sensuous movement,
and then you will be delighted to move in the folk dance of the Hula.
There will be an open stage/mike where all are encouraged to sing, recite a
poem or perform something you would like to share.
Craft tables with activities as varied as making sacred cranes and experimenting
with clay will be available as well as room to sit and talk with friends.
There will be a potluck dinner at 6 PM with a Variety Show to follow, ending
continued on page 6
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How Red Lodge is growing with ease into 2010
by Kristina Turner and Mariah Winddancer Hoyt

Beginning Year Four!
In 2010 we are entering our fourth year in this grand
experiment called Red Lodge. Spreading our delicate
wings, we are delighted to be growing organically as we:
 Listen to our intuition
 Pay attention to what nurtures and connects us

We are excited to continue our best programs in
2010, with offerings to nurture both members and
subscribers and our relationship to the world:

2010 Red Lodge Programs
o

4 Medicine Wheel Gatherings

 Let go of cocoons that served our growth

o

3 Ongoing Drum Circles

 Follow the mystery in search of fragrant nectar

o

 Get down-to-earth with 4 ways anyone can
participate in Red Lodge

1 Friendraiser featuring the documentary
For the Next 7 Generations

o

2 Women’s Hoops in Enumclaw and
Flagstaff, with interest in forming others
in the Plateau area and Kenya, Africa

o

Member-led workshops sponsored by
WWRL (TBD)

o

2 Red Lodge Wisdom Councils (May and
December)

o

Service to the world: continue our loan
to KIVA and donate funds and share
our Weaving the Hoop Handbook with
CEPACET in Kenya (see article)

Intuitively, we knew it was time at the close of 2009 to
take a winter’s nap. Long-time subscribers may have
noticed there was no January or February newsletter.
That’s because we’ve outgrown the cocoon of The
Monthly. The Board did meet twice this winter and
happily laid the groundwork for a year of innovation,
ease and continuity. Moving towards ease (a keyword
for Red Lodge in 2010!), we are opting to keep in
touch with you via a quarterly Hearth Letter that will
come out close to the equinoxes and solstices, with
timely announcements in-between.

(MORE)
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Upgrading our website in 2010 is also a big priority. Thanks, Christiann for joining with Kristina and offering
your skills to create a navigation chart and envision new design elements. Next we will seek a kindred
developer to help us select and switch to a content management system that allows for flexibility and ease
(there’s that word again!) so our site can be lively and up-to-date.
Speaking of up-to-date, if you have been disappointed searching online for our calendar events this winter,
thanks for bearing with us--Patricia’s computer crashed. She plans to get to the updates shortly so you can
tune-in for upcoming events soon at http://www.wwrl.org/calendar.aspx

Innovation on the Board
Mary Shackelford surprised Board members at our January retreat weekend with her decision to leave the
Board. We are immensely grateful for her service as Chair for the past three years and her availability to
consult with Board members during the transition. Lest you have doubts, her passion for Red Lodge continues
full steam! She will edit the Hearth Letter, host our Summer Solstice Medicine Wheel Gathering at Burton Hill
on Vashon, and co-facilitate the new Vashon Drum Circle in her role as keeper of our Mother Drum, Buffalo
Heart. Blessings, Mary!
Mariah Winddancer Hoyt has graciously stepped into Interim Chair. Hooray!
For more ease and efficiency, instead of 12 meetings, the whole board plans to meet three more times this year –
in May, September and December. In-between quarterly board meetings, Red Lodge Central has been redefined
as a decision-making body to attend to timely board business. Peg, Cathie, Willow and Mariah stepped in to serve
on Red Lodge Central.
Tasks formerly carried out by Council Chairs were distributed to three Officers and five At Large Board Members in a
spirit of (you guessed it) ease and flexibility.
Finally, WWRL Bylaws, Leadership and Decision-Making documents are being revised this spring to reflect
changes in Board structure.
What a joy it is to serve on a Board that takes time to canvass
our membership and honestly re-evaluate our roles, support
each other making creative changes, then start the New Year
by treating our inner little girls to a slumber party (no secrets
revealed).
Women rock.
And oh, women and men, if you haven’t yet seen Eve Ensler’s
speech to a mixed audience about embracing the real power
of our Inner Girls, click here!
(MORE)
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4 Ways to Enjoy WWRL in 2010
YOUR HEART AT A RED LODGE CIRCLE
#1 WARM
 Monthly Womens’ Drum Circle in Olympia - 2 Friday eve
nd

 Monthly Vashon Drum Circle (co-ed) – 2nd Friday eve
 Join or weave a 9-month women’s hoop in your area –
contact Kristina for info
 Come to a Medicine Wheel Gathering (MAY, JUNE, OCT, DEC)

#2

BE A WISDOM SPARK IN YOUR COMMUNITY
 Host a 13 Grandmother’s film friendraiser in your living room
or local theater – contact Mary for info
 Offer a workshop or ceremony sponsored by RL – contact Deb
with ideas
 Contribute articles, photos or poetry to the Hearth Letter contact hearthletter@wwrl.org for guidelines

#3

MENTOR OR SEEK A MENTOR – Deepen your connection to

woman’s way traditions – contact specific Red Lodge members or
send a general inquiry to info@wwrl.org if you would like to:
 Learn to firetend or keep door for sweat lodge
 Step into sideby leadership or service at a hoop or drum
circle
 Learn how to have fun while writing for the newsletter
 Assist with a maiden ceremony
 Start a journey to crone initiation
 Mentor in leadership with a WWRL Board member

#4

OFFER YOUR SERVICE IN 2010

 Tell friends why you participate in Red Lodge and invite
them to an event – your open heart serves to enliven the
sacred feminine in our communities!
 Volunteer at a Medicine Wheel Gathering – contact Deb
 Offer to host the North Gathering /Annual Meeting in your
community in December – contact Mariah
 Tell any Board member how you want to be part of initiating
a Red Lodge service in your community – click here

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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2010 Red Lodge Board Members
Officers
Chair, Mariah Winddancer Hoyt
Secretary, Willow McKean		
Treasurer, Cathie Stone			

chair@wwrl.org
secretary@wwrl.org
treasurer@wwrl.org

At Large Members

Long Dance Rep

		
Anne Lohr					
Bonnie Lee Cleverdon
Christiann Howard
Debbie Fank
Kristina Turner
		
Financial Summary		

Peg Hopkins

2009 Year End

2010 Budget

Income
Membership			
Donations				
Programs / CD Sales		

1775		
2594		
2130		

2000
2500
2725

Expenses				

5613		

9410

Net					

886		

- 2185

Cash Carry-over			

9940		

7755

WWRL MEMBERSHIP: 29 Lodge Sisters

18 Support Circle

3 Circle of Alliance

2 Honorary Life Members

Dance into spring at the Festival of the East on May 2
continued from page 2

with drumming and dancing. If you will be joining us for dinner, please bring a dish to share including a list of
ingredients. Light lunch food and dinner will be offered at minimal cost as well.
If you would like to be in the Variety Show, please email Debbie at eastgathering@wwrl.org to let her know
what you would like to do.
There will be a silent auction table of special, sacred, and loved items donated by members. If you have
something you would like to pass on in this way please email us at www.wwrl.org.
There is a suggested donation of $15-$25 for the day’s activities. If you go to a workshop and would like to
show your gratitude to the presenter please feel free to do so. There will be a basket or jar available.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Women in Flagstaff gathered for Bone Lodge in February.

Something new is brewing in Flagstaff: Bone Lodge
by Madrone

F

lagstaff Goddesses of the Cinder Moon presented two Bone Lodges sponsored by Woman’s Way Red Lodge
this past January and February. We gathered at the Temple of the Divine Mother to sit in circle with the
Crones of our communities as they shared their wisdom and stories.

During the first Bone Lodge in January, we heard from VTara Ruscher who is a Feng Shui consultant, Breathworker, Reiki Master, Priestess of Isis, Further Shore practitioner, and recent cancer survivor. She spoke to 15 people
about her recent dreams around integrating the concept of the threefold Great Mother archetype and the feminine face of God (which is actually us) and her cancer journey. We also learned of her re-birth/breath work and
did a 45-minute group re-birth breathing session. It was an experience that opened doors for several of those in
attendance, and those who wished shared their journey with the group after the session.
In February, 15 of us gathered again, and this time we heard from Aleia O’Reilly and Terez Storm. Terez walks
as a Traditional Mohawk Woman and spoke with us about finding truth in the sacred realm. She brought with
her a “false face” rattle made around the 17th century used by her ancestors, and she passed it around for us
(MORE)
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to see. She spoke to us about being present and
mindful in the moment and not getting caught up
by the fast paced world we live in. She reminded
us about “doing the work” of spirit and that spirit
is inside each of us. We don’t have to go somewhere else to find it.
Next we heard from Aleia, the founder and director of
the non-profit Further Shore in Flagstaff that provides
support for people in transitions of all kinds. She is a
Llumination trainer/facilitator, a Reiki Master, Priestess of Isis, and a massage therapist. She spoke about
living into the seasons in ways that feed the soul. She
told us about activities, foods, colors and meditations
that enhance our connection to natural rhythms of
seasonal change. She also led us in a seasonal meditation. Afterwards we shared with each other about our
connections to the seasons.

Inspired by offerings at last summer’s Long Dance, Madrone organized the Flagstaff Bone Lodges. Here she and
crone facilitators, Aleia and Terez, are smiling big after the
February Lodge.

These first Bone Lodges in Flagstaff sparked an honoring of the sacred feminine through the voices of the
Crones. The lessons and teachings will live on in the lives of those who showed up to listen. There seems to be
a craving for more. We are leaning in…

SAVE THE DATE

JUNE 19/20

VASHON ISLAND

A Gathering of our Community Drums

Come for community and
connection on Saturday
afternoon. We envision
evening fire ceremony and
circle dances. Big field for
camping and outdoor
community kitchen for sharing
meals. Begin 24-hour
drumming vigil at 6 AM Sunday
morning. Come and go as you like.
Watch for details and schedule!

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Solstice
Celebration

Join Turtle Song, Spirit Dancer, Buffalo Heart and other big drums
as we drum, sing, and dance to make a joyful noise
for peace and earth healing.
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Red Lodge donates to support
community empowerment in Kenya

HEART

by Bonnie Lee Cleverdon

Join us in the Support of Women, Children
and Community Growth
Imagine women planting seeds to feed their families.
Imagine you planting seeds.
Imagine women across the world planting seeds to feed their families.
Imagine Red Lodge arms reaching out to communities across the world…
helping them help themselves.
This is what Red Lodge has been supporting.

R
Supporting women in Africa
Vashon Friendraiser
Welcome new members
Tribute to Mary		

9
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ed Lodge’s International Service projects have provided start-up cash
two years in a row to women who have a business idea and need
money to begin their projects. This year Red Lodge has sent $250, our largest contribution yet, to The Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement
(CEPACET) in Kenya to support “making life worth living for the less privileged, women and girls and the communities at large.”
CEPACET has supported women by providing sanitary napkins to students
who otherwise would not go to school while in menses; initiating a farm
demonstration project which teaches farming to women; and most recently,
(MORE)
9

a campaign targeting education officials, provincial
administration, church, parents, teachers and students in the education of girls. The first event of
the campaign, targeting 3000 girls in primary and
secondary schools, took place on International
Women’s Day, March 12. They seek to change the
accepted degradation of girls through education.
For more information about CEPACET’s education
campaign, please click here.
Another example of their support is the on-going
farm demonstration project. Connor sent $150
which bought 3 jembes, 2 pangas, 2 watering cans,
10 packets each of onion, cabbage and tomato
seeds, bundles of dried grass to cover the plants,
hiring a security person and fencing!

Women irrigate newly transplanted onions.

Imagine what they could do with $10 donations from each of us! Would you like to help more girls
in Kenya? You can donate by sending a check made out to Woman’s Way Red Lodge and clearly marked for
CEPACET in the memo line. We will forward donations to the Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement. The
address is WWRL, PO Box 13352, Des Moines, WA 98198.

How did we find CEPACET? Two years ago while surfing the internet, Jared Akama Ondieki, the director and
creator of CEPACET, was searching for a guide who could partner with him on his growing desire to understand
democracy and ways of creating peace. He found Connor, one of our founding members. They initiated an ongoing e-mail conversation and during these past two years, Connor has supported CEPACET in various ways.

Connor tells about her relationship with Jared: “He tells me that he found me through my listing on

Filling the water buckets at the village well.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Gather the Women which, as part of cosmic humor,
I joined casually, not sure why I was drawn to join
(probably my endless curiosity with how women
gather and create). Shortly after I signed up, Jared
wrote via e-mail, asking if I would enter into a
conversation with him around democracy and his
work in Kenya with CEPACET and as President of
Kenya’s National Youth Organization. As I wrote
about democracy in America, my own experience
of its ideals, he printed it out to read and share
with his organization and all they work with. Over
the last two years, as we have discussed possible
projects, they have come to their own self-realized
understanding that education in many forms is the
foundation of peace, prosperity, and creative living
in any country, and that basically women and girls
are the least able to access education.
(MORE)
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This led to Jared sharing with me
that in Kenya girls don’t stay in
school because they have little
or no menses supplies, and they
are also charged with most of the
home labor...which led to understanding that without food and
shelter and the basics, people often
cannot dwell on higher ideals...
which led to Jared and his organization deciding to start with the
women full-on as the foundation
for peace. Choosing women who
were widowed, single parents, often uneducated and without means
of supporting themselves, the Food
Project was born!
Jared Akama, CEPACET founder and executive director, works with school children from
a Nairobi slum.

So far I have given them money to create their current website, to feed a large group of children a Christmas
meal, and now this garden project. I have also sent books to stimulate inner sparks with different perspectives.
I consider this a tithing on my part, a way to uplift people who ask for so little and do so much with it! I am
also clear that this is about supporting them finding their own sovereignty. Part of the challenge is for them to
come out from under colonialism. I am not telling them what to do; I am supporting them figuring it out for
themselves. This is self-realization and trusting that they are creative, complete, competent and must do this
amongst themselves with support and good intent for it.”

Who is Jared Akama Ondieki? Director and Founder of The Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement
(CEPACET). His grandfather was his main mentor, and an Elder in the traditional village in which he grew up.
Jared was allowed to attend the men’s meetings as a young boy at the insistence of his grandfather. According
to Connor he is carrying that wisdom inside and flourishing with support.

What is CEPACET? CEPACET is “a non-profit organization registered as a trust in January 2008 dedicated to
improving and advancing every vulnerable Kenyan’s life through programs and projects that target community
development. Our program activities aim to promote equal access to education, economic empowerment, advancing individual freedom and encouraging peaceful co-existence among Kenyans.” You can learn more about
them through their website.

How can you help?
Donate.
Make a check to Woman’s Way Red Lodge
Write CEPACET in the memo line
Mail to Woman’s Way Red Lodge,
PO Box 13352, Des Moines, WA 98198
We will forward donations.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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7 GENER

ATIONS
SAT 1

FOR THE NEXT 7 GENERATIONS
13 Indigenous Gr andmothers weaving a world that works

N

early 150 people turned out for the Red Lodge Friendraiser in late February when Vashon Drum
Circle brought the documentary chronicling the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers’ journey and message to Vashon Island movie theater. In this well-received film, the Grandmothers, moved by their
concern for a planet in crisis, share their healing visions and traditional ways and call for change now.
Before the film started, men, women and children gathered at the theater on Main Street to share the
music and magic of Buffalo Heart. With proceeds from the Friendraiser, we were able to send $200 as a
donation to support the Grandmothers’ work.

Thanks everyone for your friendship to Red Lodge!

We are grateful for your support! Thanks for joining.
A heartfelt welcome to our new Lodge Sister from Seahurst, WA
and our new Support Circle member from Flagstaff, AZ!
We are also very happy to welcome
Jared Akama and the Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement
in Kenya, AFRICA
to our Circle of Alliances!

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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leading. living. laughing. loving...

g
a
n
bout M
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t
e
m
ary
there’s just so
!

by Drai Bearwomyn 2010

our sister
A woman with embers of sacred ﬁre
shimmering in her belly...vision
keeper, friend, sister, sideby, mentor,
wife, mother, woman, sacred
feminine, guardian of Mother Earth,
keeper of the rhythm of the drum and
the pulse of all that to which she is
accountable. A woman in service. These are but a few of
the words that are heard when one makes an inquiry into that
which makes up Mary. She touches us in deep and unforgeable ways. We adore her.
met “Mizz Mary” 10 years ago at my ﬁrst Long Dance. Admiedly, I was awed and rather inmidated as I ﬁrst
witnessed her way. I was le with the indelible impression of her physical strength. Never had I seen a
woman aack with a wheelbarrow, a pick and a hand shovel, sweat a’ ﬂyin’, in that special kind of “Mary
Madness” way! With focus and what Connor calls her “endless Energizer Bunny energy,” Mary gets things
done. Being the city girl I am, I was intrigued with her strong calves, arms and muscles that rippled
across her back as she heed and swung an ax, wood spling at her demand. This woman was a
force unto her Self. Upon ﬁnishing her task, I was delighully surprised that this working wonder,
paused, gracefully swept her hair in a fresh braid–zip zip zip–then with a radiant smile burst out in
sacred song...I remember thinking “Grace and Strength. I want to be just like her when I grow up.”
This was my ﬁrst impression of Mary. Grace and Strength.

I

ARIAH TOLD ME A STORY about Mary’s courtship with Jim Burke. It is a hilariously perfect example of
Mary’s grace and strength, especially in rather unorthodox circumstances... When Mary went on one of
her ﬁrst dates with Jim, she wore high heels...to walk with him in the woods. It is not clear to me if Mary knew
she would be walking in the woods when she donned her sleos and choose them
as “appropriate female date gear” or if the walk in the woods caught her oﬀ guard
and unprepared on her womanly plaoms. Regardless, I can just see her with her

M
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head high, single-mindedly and gracefully motoring through the forest hand-in-hand with Jimbo, all the while
teetering on her p-toes so her heels did not sink into the loam. I can imagine her behaving as though not a
thing about this was at all unusual. Ha! Nothing and I mean nothing stops Mary.
ears later, aer witnessing Mary at a wisdom council, I called her and said “I ﬁgured out who you remind
me of Mary...Dobie Gillis.” ???What??? Mary exclaimed. Hoping I had not oﬀended her, I explained
somewhat like this: “Mary, it has taken years for you to reveal yourself to me, in part this is because I live so far
away and you are not part of my daily life...What I believe I know is that you are a humble and rather quiet
woman. What I had not previously understood is how much wisdom you carry under your bonnet. That was
what revealed itself to me at the council. That is what reminded me of Dobie Gillis. When I was very small I
saw my one and only episode of Dobie Gillis. Dobie was at a party with lots of people. He was laid out ﬂat on a
table, eyes closed, arms folded across his chest, silent. The party was full of scat dancers, rhymers, banter,
laughter and the like. Every great once in a while, Dobie would sit up, open his eyes and speak, brieﬂy,
powerfully. The enre room would fall silent and listen as he spoke some great wisdom. Those around him
would be moved and begin to ponder what he had shared as he laid back down into his previously silent state.
THAT Mary is what reminded me of YOU! The world moves and shakes all around you, you soak it in, and then
out of the blue, speak up and oﬀer some great wisdom, in its power and simplicity. I have seen you say lile,
but when you do, it MEANS something big and people listen.” Mary just laughed proclaiming with exasperaon
“Oh Drai.” To me this was a core discovery of how I see Mary move in the world and a trait I deeply admire. I
am a woman of a hundred thousand words which meander and aempt to convey...yet here is she of so few
words, bringing so very very much. I consider this trait to be uniquely Mary and thank her for showing me
another way. I learn, as she teaches by living.

Y

ur relaonship grew as we worked together for Red Lodge. Kindness is one word that I added to my
percepons of Mary. Good heavens, under the most arduous of situaons, the greatest of stresses, or in
bickering frustraon and confusion, I would explode, bulldoze, breakdown, curse and ﬁzzle out...Mary always,
always gave kindness in return to me and to the board. Always. For me, this combined with “the paence of
Job”, exempliﬁed her as not just a leader, but a Leader in the way of the Sacred Feminine.
She held her own, shared her view, listened, brought passion, experience, and a
whole toolbox of ideas and soluons. She never played the doormat AND she imbued
our calls and our board with grace, kindness and paence. I have been in Fortune 500
corporate America and witnessed leadership of all kinds, never before had I seen
leadership like this. I am grateful to have seen it and to be learning from such a role
model as Mary. Connor reﬂects “I deeply appreciate Mary’s keen mind, deep sense of
integrity, logiscal ability and capacity to hold hard and challenging situaons.”

O

N THE WORDS OF KRISTINA TURNER: “If Mary were a goddess, her feet would be
roots reaching into the Earth, her arms planng and harvesng corn to feed the
people, her braids would interweave in the branches, picking up the news from
the winds of change and her thoughts would be a poem!

I

IM ORTE SHARES “Mary is quite a woman! I am blessed to know her and share with her on the
journey of life. Our relaonship has evolved through the ways of service, parcularly sweat lodge. I will
forever be grateful for her invitaon so many years ago to be a lodge leader with her. Mary has been signiﬁcant

K
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in showing me the way to show up, do the work and come into my own service. I've learned so much with and
through Mary and I'm honored to be her side by. I value and admire her commitment, integrity, strength and
vulnerability, and her deep passion to serve in ways that empower and inspire. I have great respect for Mary in
her focus of creang a sacred container for deep work and in such I have received
great gis through my service with her. I admire her ability to reﬂect and
listen deeply. And I am amazed and feel blessed for her leadership and
willingness to bring forth the courage and absolute commitment to be the
keeper of our beloved drum Buﬀalo Heart. Wow. Mary you rock!”
ary is in service to others in many, many forms, smiles Connor. “...her love of family, love of guests in
her home, her loyalty, her friendship and via her maverick wring and poetry wring and speaking. I love
her angelic voice, singing, ability to mentor and of course, her delighul sense of fun and play!”

M

strength of beginnings & endings
CONNOR SAUER REFLECTS: I ﬁrst experienced Mary on my last women’s river trip where I learned immediately
Mary’s ability to step up, step into and tend crisis or immediate situaons. She did not know me at all but
quickly became the only one who had the capacity to help, hands-on, with all the situaons that presented
themselves on that trip. It kinda blew me away….aer all, she was just being her Self. She was an immediate
sideby. She was simply there with all the skills that were needed. In leadership, she does what she does, as she
does it and in many regards has no awareness of the vastness of her skills and her gis.
She is innocent of it. She is not all puﬀed up. She just takes care of business, no hidden
agenda or need to get anything, but rather out of a pure heart...she leads. Mary is
totally trustworthy, compleng what she commits to. She will cover your back. Using a
mountain climbing metaphor; Mary is the kind of person that if she were on belay and
your life was hanging on that rope, you would totally trust that she would give
everything she had to keep you on belay. She shows up 500%.
n the course of my knowing her over the years, I grew keenly aware that Mary genuinely
understands the deeper medicine side of life. That wisdom runs deep in her veins.
She is not casual when it comes to really important things, understandings and
decisions. What was new and delighul to me was to discover this gi paired
with her occasional raucous and irreverent humor. I love it.

I

hen the call to create Red Lodge came out in 2000, I tried to gather diﬀerent combinaons of women to
hold, center and birth the dream. None of this quite worked for whatever reason. It was really when
Mary stepped up to the helm that Red Lodge was brought to fruion. Red Lodge lives because of the work of
many, many women, and Mary was the main agent or force to awaken the lodge…because she hung in there.
She has sung true though the diﬃcules, lean mes and chaos. She’s been the thread that brought the
lightening bolt to ground. In being that thread Mary has been subject to a lot of intense challenges yet she
connued to sit inside of them. I am clear, it was Mary’s steady hand that brought Red Lodge to where it is.

W

here is another part of Mary as an emergent feminine leader that strikes me as parcularly wise. For
whatever her personal reasons were, she had a sensibility to step aside from the place of vision
holder...showing a model and paradigm of leadership that is the core of the emergent feminine. Not everyone

T
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has the courage and capacity to let go in right ming. Mary does. And it has
allowed for an immense shi to take place...the allowing of other. The power
of Mary’s conscious choice of stepping down from being chair opened up for
other’s greatness and their own capacity. That takes a lot of courage…to step
aside from something that she has spent an enormous amount of energy
watering and weeding.

a living example
MARIAH REMEMBERS: I have seldom met such a strong woman or as powerful leader than Mary. What really
strikes me is that she teaches by how she lives. Yes, she is a living example. When I had the privilege of working
with her on Red Lodge, we experienced some really challenging meengs. Mary handled them so very well.
She met the issues with strength, but more than that, she made big space for us all to sit at the table with our
strengths. She did not shut down our thoughts or ideas. She listened to things we all had to say. She has that
eﬀect on people, making us realize that we each have value, we all maer.

hearelt leadership
KRISTINA TURNER’S MUSES ABOUT MARY : From the very ﬁrst audible heartbeats of Red
Lodge, Mary has been tuning and keeping beat to her vital pulse. Working alongside Mary's
steady commitment, my own willingness to take on tasks that require steady, hearelt
aenon throughout the year has grown week by week, day by day (and yes, e-mail by email!). Mary loves Red Lodge as loyally as a mother loves a child.
hen rooming with Mary at Wisdom Council and Board meengs I learned how the last thing at night and
the ﬁrst thing in the morning (with a deep sleep in between) she is examining her own responsibilies in
leadership, with many a "Sheez!" followed by giggles about her own foibles.

W

have learned from Mary how essenal it is, as keeper of the heartbeat, to know when to speed up the
tempo, when to slow it down and listen deeply, when to sing out with joy and when to pause in silence to
allow for Mystery to enter in. I admire her love of poetry and the way she brings each poem she has committed to memory out to guide this circle at the perfect moment.

I

with gratude
Mary, we say thank you and thank you. You have given us your soul. You have made the diﬀerence. You have
expended much, given more, shared inﬁnitely. We honor your work. We honor you. And we look forward to diving
head ﬁrst into vast pools of new and excing adventures with you in the future...be sure to bring your heels!

a poem, for the poet
BY DEBBIE FANK, ENTITLED “MARY”

Mystery
Writer of depth
Changing, learning
An enigma, divine secret

Alive
Flowing like a river
Enjoying all senses
Nurturing others

Rejoice
Sparkling blue eyes
Joy in sharing, caring
Delight in each moment

Yes
Aﬃrmaon to do more
All things are possible
Open to being

This writer only had me to interview a handful of women. If you too would like to honor Mary, I encourage you to email her directly! Aho.
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My body opens me to mystery; calls
me deeper -- to something really big!
by Kim E.U. Orte
weat lodge and it’s various roles
of service that I’ve experienced
for nearly 9 years now from Long
Dance to Red Lodge have provided
me amazing opportunity and
contributed in a tremendous way
to my knowing that I’m a big part
of something really big! And it’s
clear to me I’m standing beside
some amazing women and amazing
drums. And yes, amazing men too!
I’m grateful for the journey that
brings the me to the we with all
my relations. I’m grateful to bring
awareness of gatherings where we
unfold that which is mysteriously and divinely intertwined. And I’m grateful
to be part of the unfolding.

EARTH

S

Kim leans in 		
Seeds of intention

In the last year, I’ve felt life calling me deeper through darkness and light
to prepare and hone in, to know more of why I’m here on the planet.
My recent service to Imbolc Lodge as water pourer was like a miracle;
instrumental and perfectly placed at a time of such deep turning. I
was honored to do the work with those who stepped up to support the
container in their roles of service: Susan, Mariah, Rachel, Mary and Buffalo
Heart; all of us together creating and holding the sacred container for
the vision that came through our Mother Drum leading the way. I have
special appreciation to Jim and his service as well. I was greatly blessed and
honored to be in service to the women who came.

17
20

When I wrote the invitation, I was inspired already in the heart of my belly,
and I could feel the importance of staying aligned with that energy as I
prepared for my service. It was then, about a month prior to the lodge, I
asked myself how can the drum lead the way? I knew it was essential to
my service that I connect deeply with the words in the invite. It became
clear that I needed to open and have deep connection with Buffalo Heart.
(MORE)
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Trusting that would lead me in my
service brought a feeling of relief. I had
no expectation and no idea what would
come; it felt right that it would take me
to the next step. Reflection now brings
me greater awareness of how that kind of
knowing is so valuable.
I am grateful for all my experiences of
listening to the wisdom of my body, my
own healing process in group therapy with
Sarah and more recently the teachings
and intentional experience of a yearlong journey with Kendra. There are so
many people in our lives who contribute
in loving ways to us being all of who we
are. And it is a time of turning for me to
understand that I can bring the fullness
of who I am into the physical to support
others in their fullness.
The Action Research Project survey that
I answered had a totally defining moment for me in relation to my gifts and bringing them out through the
vessel of Red Lodge. Then in the Cedar Circle on Burton Hill at the South Gathering, I stood between the two
drums, Buffalo Heart (not yet named) and Otter Woman, and my body moved me to know that I was called to
Long Dance after all. I had no idea that both drums would be present there nor how I would engage in opening
even more to the mystery of the medicine in this time of great turning. Other synchronicities and blessings in
my life not easily spoken or put into words have prepared the way as well, and I honor all as I am able.
After my first connection with Buffalo Heart, I had strong knowing that much of what was being shared was
in service to a larger vision that we are all dreaming and waking to create. I received images, words, song,
body sensations, feelings, direction and guidance -- overall quite a journey through many meetings both
energetically and physically with the drum and Mary. It seemed I was working with a recipe of how to align
with this powerful vibration and work with the teachings I was given.
I wrote as I was able after each connection so that I could bring out the message and teachings that came
through, and I shared them with Mary in the journey of our service. Her presence and her relationship with
the drum combined with her witness and support engaging and meeting me in the journey as I prepared was a
wonderful gift for me and a blessing of deep service for the unfolding opportunity.
There was much to rise up to, and I did my best with amazing support. At times I felt myself chaotic and
overwhelmed, not fully knowing how it would all come together. I knew it was all part of what I had to work
with to grow and stretch myself. Finding acceptance in these areas along with my occasional fear was part of
taking the next step and being in forward motion.
There was much that we were given and open to receive. I am grateful for the Earth Mother holding space
so compassionately in our efforts to do sacred work. I felt her support through my connection with Mary and
Buffalo Heart especially. It was a powerful portal that brought forth the vision of the actual lodge holding as
many as would come by taking on the sacred shape of the infinity symbol where women would move through
(MORE)
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a way of knowing their place on the inside or outside -- all to be weaving the working theme of the lodge, the
heart of the matter, with coherence and harmony along the way.
Do you know the experience when your body seems to lead? I’ve certainly come upon the wisdom of the
body in this journey, and I’ve been powerfully reminded how I value it in myself and within community. A
spectacular alignment that comes through to manifest, it’s magic...
Like in our winter council when Bonnie spoke with a strong connection about the trees and their roots all
intertwined after feeling the cue from her body shaking, and then how Connor rose up and moved the
community intention bundle from the altar to the center of our circle, her stride deliberate and knowing. In
the seconds that followed as she placed it on the floor, I too sprang forth, my whole being radiantly curled
alongside the heart of the matter. For a brief yet very expansive moment, I laid in a sort of splendor, my belly
to the bundle, with an extraordinary exchange of nurturing energy, a swirl, then scrambled back to past and
future present, circle to spiral to other dimension. I sensed ancient love and wisdom tapping just beneath the
surface to push through our wild bodies.
I saw the very large bones from my connection with Buffalo Heart -- a continuum in the journey of my service
for the Imbolc lodge now unfolding the Wisdom Energy, the “we” coming to ground here. I saw the creation of
space and openings for the work, the healing and transforming, the flow, the birth coming through the spiral of
our bones, like elephant legs and tree logs with all the depths of agonizing pain, crying and bleeding familiarly
present and amazingly held.
Then I heard Connor say “now we‘re all looking the same direction“ -- her words a wave along my spine, a
subtle jolt brought recognition to the physicality of my chair where I sat looking to center with everyone else
there in the circle. I nodded my head, a way to agree as I grasped the edge of a broader sense of wonder about
perspective, possibility and limitation. A mixture of feelings emerged and slipped simultaneously, gone like the
question of clarity I had directed to Peg just moments prior…all evolved, transfigured and magically awakened
through the body of our higher purpose.
Blessings on the drums and our awakening connections for all my relations.
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One small seed can grow towards loving transformation
by Suzanne Lichau

T

he metaphor of planting seeds in relation to personal growth and development is widely used. I use it often
because I spend a lot of time gardening. I feel called to remind us all how TINY a seed is. What a miracle
that a 20-foot corn plant can grow from a seed smaller than one’s smallest finger nail.
As the wheel turns us in to the next cycle – a time of planning to plant, contemplating a future harvest – the
seeds of intention we plant/plan do not have to be big.
Sometimes it may seem we are already doing all we can do to support, respect, honor and appreciate this life
we have and the planet that provides the resources to sustain us. However – maybe there is one small thing
you can choose to do differently this year to step deeper in to stepping up. Maybe it’s GROW ONE thing that
you like to eat – no matter what environment you live in. Maybe its MAKE ONE thing that you like to eat –
thereby eliminating a package that you usually purchase, something like yoghurt or mayo or salad dressing.
Maybe it’s LETTING GO of ONE small story that no longer serves, allowing a small space for something new.
I offer up some wise words spoken by Marianne Williamson and paraphrased by Katherine Woodward Thomas
and Claire Zammit, Foundresses of Women on The Edge of Evolution. Visit this website – you can listen to
amazing women’s wisdom from around the globe for free.
May these words inspire you during the call of spring. May you plant deeply and well.
Dear Sisters,
We often learn to understand ourselves more deeply by understanding where we come
from and how we fit into our larger family dynamic. Yet that not only applies to our
family of origin; it applies as well to our sex, our nationality and so forth.
As Western women, we’re influenced in ways both large and small by historical forces of
which we’re sometimes only scarcely aware.
Marianne Williamson hosted a historic event called SISTER GIANT at the end of
February, guiding participants through a journey of discovery both within and without....
where we come from as women, where we are now, and where we can go from here.
A common anthropological characteristic of every advanced mammalian species that
survives and thrives is the fierce behavior of the adult female when she senses a threat to
her cubs. Our relative complacency while 17,000 children on our planet starve to death
every day -- one every five seconds -- indicates a lack of positive intention, on the part
of our species, literally to survive. The power we hold as American women is unmatched
anywhere in the world, and our failure to use that power as effectively as we might on
behalf of those who need us the most is a situation now ripe for change.
The goal of SISTER GIANT is to empower you to feel that you can be, should you choose,
a major player in the loving transformation of the world. Tools both internal and external
will be provided to help every woman leap into the fullness of her most creative and
powerful self.
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Lori Boess: artist listening for Spirit
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

F

ART

rom the time she was
a child, Lori Boess has
had a special gift for reading
the energy around her – in
people and in nature. Though
she didn’t have words for it,
and the people around her
didn’t really help her understand and develop her gift,
Lori saw that everything was
animated by spirit. Later, as a
young woman, she went with
friends to her first powwow,
the grand entry came in,
Lori Boess started Medicine Dog Drum to offer out
the drums started, and Lori
what she knows comes from her fullest, biggest self.
started crying. “Pretty much
cried the whole way through,” she recalls.
From that experience, Lori found her way to studying traditional ways with
Grandmother Bernice, a Lakota elder who held teaching lodges in Tacoma.
From Grandmother Bernice, Lori learned about sweat lodge, fire circle,
how to read energy auras, pipe ceremony and drum making, among many
other things. “She taught me about prayer and how to use our positive
intentions in whatever we do,” Lori says.
When Grandmother’s male assistant stepped down from the drum-making,
Lori wanted to be the drum-maker for the community, but Grandmother
wanted a man. “That ticked me off,” Lori admits, “and when you tick off a
Taurus, stuff happens,” she grins. Lori organized a wholesale contract with
Centralia Fur, got the materials together, rounded up six or seven people
and held her own drum class. That was 17 years ago.

Lori Boess: Medicine Dog Drum
Tree Song by Richard
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Shortly afterwards, she was gifted a drum-making class led by a Chippewa
woman. From that class, Lori combined the two styles. “That’s really the
way,” she explains,” to take the teachings and make your own unique style.”
(MORE)
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A prolific dreamer, Lori began to dream about regalia. Eagle feathers. Animal dreams. She began making regalia: a fan, a prayer bundle, turtle rattles,
leather pants. “Making it for myself was the way I got started,” Lori explains.
Lori has been a long-time participant in Long Dance, the Women’s Summer
Solstice gatherings in Olympia and drumming circles which give a context for
personal ceremony, a place to use the regalia.
In 2001, at the Solstice gathering, Lori met Bonnie Pemberton, Soaring Eagle
Woman, a Cherokee elder, who makes these practices her full-time living. “I
saw all the stuff she does; I got the idea I could do that too. It took me four
years to get courage to get close enough to her,” Lori remembers. “Finally, I
got enough courage. I meant to ask, ‘Would you be my sponsor, my mentor?’
What came out of my mouth was, ‘Would you be my mom?!’ Well, she didn’t
make it easy; we stood there 15 minutes or so fumbling around. She had no
children; she knew it would make her grow. I knew it would make me grow.
She actually adopted me in 2005. It’s been rich; now we talk all the time, act
like mother and daughter!”
“To tell the truth, I had been praying for that for most of my life,” Lori continues. “Praying I would meet someone who would see my potential and mentor
me into my fuller, bigger self. I knew I needed someone else; I couldn’t pull it
off by myself. Well, Spirit conspired to bring us together, and we’ve been in
relation since. She is my spiritual mother; I spend a lot of time up on Whidbey
Island with her. I am still going through her Native American and Medicine
Wheel classes.”
Being with Bonnie inspired Lori with the confidence to take what she knows,
expand it, and begin crafting and selling her ceremonial art and offering various
workshops. Lori also assists with workshops Bonnie offers for Waldorf schools
who bring children to Chinook Learning Center to learn drum-making, share
songs and hear Cherokee heritage stories before a big potlatch celebration.
“It takes a huge amount of courage to put yourself out there, especially in the
native community. There’s a lot of politics,” Lori admits. “Elders in the community decide who is going to be the artists. Basically you have to grow up with
the grandmas; then they know who you are. I’ve experienced a lot of discrimination; it’s hard to get into the casinos and traditional forums.”

Rattles, drums and fans are made
with great care and attention to
the materials and imbued with
intention and prayer.

(MORE)

When I sit with the materials, Spirit shows me a picture of what it will look like.
As long as I follow Spirit, it works pretty well.
When I get my own ego in there -- can’t do it! You have to be minus ego and minus self-will.
You have to wait and listen.
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“Bonnie has introduced me to native people who have furthered my career
and my confidence, who have helped me feel like a peer on the inside circle. And Grandmother Bernice: she empowered us. She said that we could
walk the medicine ways regardless of our skin color, and she stood up for
us. ‘If anyone questions you,’ Grandmother said, ‘asks where you trained,
you send ‘em to me.’ That spoke volumes, that she would stand behind us
as her students. That’s huge. That’s what elders do. Doing lots of powwows
has also been helpful. Teaming up with friends that way has turned me on
to a lot of great shows and galleries.”
“I think I’m making inroads into acceptance as an artist in the native community. I’ve had a lot of help. And I’m just not a person to be turned back
or turned away from what I know.”
Visit Lori’s website, Medicine Dog Drum, to learn more about her creations
and workhops.

Tree Song
by Richard Jones

B

oughs bend down.
Bare in the winter’s wind
Full in the summer sun
Boughs bend down.
They stand tall.
Bearing the chant of dawn
All through the endless night
They stand tall.
They reach deep.
Into the heart of her
Out to the other side
They reach deep.
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Strength of Coming Undone
Sage Abella

continued from cover page

I stand up, it hurts just beneath my right ribs,
body reminding me of the journey I am now on.
Lodge leans to the right, to the North, toward
Manzanita portal strung with African masks,
deer spines, goat skull, bead necklaces, four
bottles of old red wine not yet uncorked for
the Spirits at the doorway to the bigger circle.
I shake the lodge again. She’s strong, just coming
undone, anchor poles not budging from the ground.
Wonder how long each willow grew and how my
offering of cornmeal and prayers was nothing
compared to the offering of sun, wind and rains
that rise the creek to grow these willows for
seasons before I come with leather bag of corn
grown three months beneath one blue moon
last summer, clippers and hatchet, wet tennis shoes.
It takes willow thinking not human thinking for me
to turn around, walk up the hill, gather scissors and
twine, walk back through the misting rain to retie the
lodge. As I work with the willow basket she tells me
where to tie over old places, where to cut old string free,
reminds me how strong she is. Just the same way
I talk to my stomach, liver, ribs, shoulders, womb,
this lodge is in conversation with me.
We say to one another, “Hey, I’m on your side. I want
you to be well, to use your strengths to grow stronger,
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to apologize to no one for walking the life you
choose to walk.” Lodge asks that a small pile of
rocks to the left of the doorway be moved now
that the west pole of the fire circle is gone. They
get in the way of draping the sweat with her
wild palette of blankets, old quilts, faded wool rug.
That asking is enough for me to wonder what gets
in my way. What red earth rocks used to serve the
purpose of holding up an oak pole, surrounded by shells,
forked branch holding ceramic bowl of rain water,
tied on with purple strips of torn cotton cloth?
Sweatlodge has gotten bigger even though she
takes up no more space than yesterday. Asked
for the new west pole to encompass her, standing at
her back. She reminds me it takes time and care to
walk through the physical waters of this world.
She says, “Just as I thought you were going to take
me down and feed my silver haired branches to the
roaring fire, I wondered how much sun and rain has
fallen on your head, how many sweet potatoes have
stoked the fire of your belly, what it’s like to walk
barefoot on the path down to the river, if you know
how lucky you are to hold a pair of scissors and jute
in your hands?” After that there is only the
sound of a hunting hawk in the afternoon sky
wept of its rain. There is the sweatlodge and me
sitting side by side like old friends looking out at the
valley, simple basket of woven sticks conversing with
unseen waters holding the inside parts of me gentle and
together. A walk of strength born of willingness to
use scissors and jute, grateful for how well anchored
our feet are in the ground.
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